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Buildings should celebrate life over sterility,
restraint over extravagance, beauty over
tawdriness.

We believe that
people thrive when
living close to nature.

02image: ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki in lustre finish polished
Cover
with Liquid Carnauba Wax. Photography: Tiam Whitfield.
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ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki
Photography: Tiam Whitfield

“To help people create
naturally beautiful
buildings that don’t
cost the earth.”

Natural decorative finishes
for contemporary spaces
THE ROCKCOTE Natural Materials range draws inspiration from
nature to provide beautiful natural interior and exterior finishes
that don’t compromise your health or the environment.
From the glass-like polish of Venetian Plaster through to
the on-trend textured look of Earthen Render, Natural
Materials are versatile and help bring a distinctive
personality to each project.
Drawing on the traditions of the original master artisans of
Europe and the Orient, who applied wall plasters by hand,
these products are applied by passionate modern artisans
on contemporary projects including all homes and offices
through to bars, restaurants and hotels.
The natural breathable plasters and paints can be used on a
wide variety of wall surfaces, including modern plasterboard
and concrete, as well as traditional building materials such as
straw bale and hempcrete, with stunning results.
All products are completely natural, free of dangerous
chemicals and produce no odours or residual offgassing.
They have low embodied energy (energy necessary for the
entire product lifecycle) and are fully recyclable which means
they can be returned to the earth after use.
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Finish types

Undulations

Below is a guide to the finishes available with ROCKCOTE Natural Materials.
Refer to product pages for details on each product.

The who work with natural materials are able to create a variety of undulating finishes depending on the type of space
you desire and the material used. There are three levels of undulation:

Glass

Lustre

Smooth

Level finish

Lightly undulating

Heavily undulating

A reflective, highly polished finish,
also described as a mirror finish.
A slightly iridescent mother-of
pearl look can be achieved with
Venetian Plaster.

A slight sheen or glow that reflects
a soft light at different angles.

More open than Lustre, more closed
and smoother to the touch than Rustic.

Flat, consistent and level finish.

Slightly wavy with 1-3 mm
variations.

Products: Otsumigaki, Marrakesh,
Velvetina.

Products: Clay Plaster Décor, Lime
Plaster, Marrakesh, Otsumigaki,
Velvetina and Earthen
Render Medium.

Appearance of visible waves and
undulations so that the surface has
high points and low points of 3mm
and above.

Products: Venetian Plaster.

Colour
The Natural Material

Products: Marrakesh, Venetian
Plaster, Otsumigaki, Velvetina,
Clay Plaster Décor.

Products: Marrakesh, Otsumigaki,
Velvetina, Clay Plaster Décor,
Earthen Render Medium,
Lime Plaster.

Products: Earthen Render Medium
and Coarse, Lime Plaster, Clay
Plaster Décor.

Decorative effects
Decorative and expressive, these effects offer a bold new way to think of plaster finishes. Artisans use creative
techniques and specialist tools to achieve these looks, complemented by shimmery glazes.

products are made with
natural ingredients and
derive their natural white
or natural off white colour
from the colours of these
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Rustic

Earthen

A tactile finish – feel and see the
character of each grain.

A rough, heavily textured finish with
a very open, coarse grain.

Products: Earthen Render Medium
and Coarse, Lime Plaster, Clay Plaster
Décor and Otsumigaki (less than 1mm
film build).

Products: Earthen Render Medium
and Earthen Render Coarse.

ingredients. The products
can be tinted with oxides and
it is recommended to work
with your Artisan on colour
selection for your project.

Splitstone

Bamboo

Travertina

Capture the essence of stone,
featuring handcrafted, “veins”
woven throughout.

Softly patterned, bamboo-inspired
finish, presented in a vertical or
horizontal format.

Striking, edgy and contemporary,
Travertina is a strong textured look
with deep etched lines.

Products: Marrakesh.

Products: Velvetina.

Products: Velvetina.
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Impressive glass-finished ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster walls by
Artisan Chris Porep adorn the entry area of this Gold Coast home.
Photography: Ross Eason

Decorative
Finishes
ROCKCOTE’s Decorative Finishes range creates
limitless possibilities for natural aesthetics.
By reinventing natural materials for use on
contemporary projects, we have made these
traditional finishes available for the most
modern, bespoke, designed spaces.
Earthy rustic aesthetics, reflective polished
finishes and the urban industrial concrete look
are three themes continually popping up, all
of which can be achieved with Decorative
Finishes from the Natural Materials by
ROCKCOTE range.
Natural Materials are truly unique and allow
the Artisan to craft a range of finishes that are
only limited by your imagination. Architects and
designers have the creative freedom to conceive a
concept that can be expertly brought to life with
these products by a skilled Artisan.
The clay and lime-based finishes can also be
positive for psychological wellbeing, enlivening
the senses and bringing us back into contact
with the natural world.
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ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster raking marble finish
by Artisan Ray Hall in Bundaberg, QLD.

Venetian Plaster
Luminous shine with dramatic effects
ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster produces a reflective,
highly polished plaster finish, also described as a mirror
finish. Create a stunning smooth surface with the illusion
of depth and texture for interior, exterior, feature walls,
columns and ceilings.
Venetian Plaster is ideal for crafting the polished cement
render industrial look made popular by urban cafés and
restaurants and now featuring in distinctive architecturally
designed homes and makeovers. Venetian Plaster is
especially useful for columns and walls where the
appearance and feel of marble is sought and can achieve
the light-reflective, lustrous properties of marble without
the weight.
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Use: Interior and exterior
Film Build: 0.5-1.0mm
Colour: Natural white. Can be
tinted to a wide range of colours
with oxides
Finishes: Glass
Undulations: Smooth
Popular Uses:
> Columns
> Ceilings
> Feature areas
> Full interiors
> Polished concrete finishes
> Reception / entry areas
> Shop fronts / façades
> Anywhere the appearance
of marble is sought

Concrete panel look Marrakesh by Southern Cross Solid
Plastering brings a formal, contemporary look to this staircase.
Photography: Ross Eason

Marrakesh
Create a graceful, seamless finish
Natural, graceful and versatile, ROCKCOTE Marrakesh is
a traditional lime plaster that allows the Artisan to create a
wide range of decorative finishes.
Drawing on traditional Tadelakt and Moroccan plaster
finishes, Marrakesh is the ideal product to deliver a smooth,
lustrous look with an unrivalled soft, elegant appearance for
full interiors, feature walls and columns. It can add appeal
as a feature finish for sculpted bedheads, handcrafted dado
rails, fireplace surrounds and entry areas.
The plaster formulation gives Artisan the freedom to tailor
edges and corners to personal preference - from straight
and square to a rounded, natural look.

Use: Interior and exterior
Film Build: 2-3mm as a finish coat
Colour: Natural white. Can be
tinted to a wide range of colours
with oxides
Finishes: Rustic, Smooth, Lustre
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating, Heavily Undulating
Decorative effects: Splitstone
Popular Uses:
> Fireplace surrounds
> Stairwells
> Reception areas
> Feature walls
> Columns
> Full interiors
> Exterior features
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ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki brings an evocative natural aesthetic
to this restaurant on the Gold Coast Queensland.
Artisan: Bruce Allen. Photography: Ross Eason

Use: Interior
Film Build: 1-2mm
Colour: Natural white. Can be
tinted with coloured oxides
Finishes: Rustic, Smooth or Lustre
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating
Popular Uses:
> Full interiors
> Ceilings
> Commercial reception areas
and office entries
> Feature walls
> Entrances, stairwells and halls
in residential settings

Velvetina feature wall, living area, by Artisan Luke Russell.
Photography: Ross Eason

Otsumigaki
The subtle lustre of Japanese Plaster
A beautiful alternative to painted walls, Otsumigaki
(“Otsu” for short) delivers a smooth, evocative aesthetic
with a subtle lustre.
Formulated in the tradition of lime and clay based Japanese
plasters, Otsumigaki is inherently sensuous: its presence in
a room enlivens the senses and brings us back in touch with
the natural world.
In contrast with the often dramatic and highly polished
appearance of European inspired plasters (such as Venetian
Plaster), Ostumigaki offers a dreamier, slightly stony look
with a more subtle colour range in its patina.
Otsumigaki has a subtle elegance that gives walls life yet
allows the surrounding elements in a space to speak for
themselves. It can to be polished to a lustre finish or left
natural for a smooth, velvety aesthetic.
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Use: Interior and exterior
Film Build: 1mm per coat
Colour: Natural white
Finishes: Lustre or Smooth
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating
Decorative effects: Bamboo
and Travertina
Popular Uses:
> Feature walls
> Commercial offices and
reception areas
> Restaurants and retail

Velvetina
Italian-inspired velvety allure
In the tradition of quality European lime plasters,
ROCKCOTE Velvetina is a strong, fine grained decorative
plaster finish with a distinctive velvety appearance.
With less drama than Venetian Plaster, and harder drying
characteristics than Otsumigaki, Velvetina is designed to
produce a low lustre finish with a serene, natural look. It
is particularly useful for finishes where a combination of
lightly polished closed and coarser open areas is sought
such as a bamboo effect finish.
Velvetina’s velvety allure works effortlessly in offices,
reception areas, large feature walls in restaurants and
homes, and bar faces. It is not suitable for shower
recesses, benchtops or splashbacks.
ROCKCOTE Velvetina can also be used as a base
coat to effectively cover textured surfaces and remove
imperfections in plasterboard prior to the application of
ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster.
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Earthen Render Medium applied in a smooth finish
by Artisan Ben Dears. Photography: Ross Eason

Use: Interior
Film Build: 4-8mm
Colour: Natural off white. Can be
tinted to a range of earth colours
Finishes: Earthen or Rustic
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating, Heavily Undulating
Popular Uses:
> Feature walls in cafés,
restaurants and retail
> Entry areas and foyers in
commercial and residential
settings
> Fireplace surrounds

Earthen Render Coarse walls, Hotel Hotel Canberra
by Artisan Paul Geach. Photography: Ross Honeysett

Earthen Render
Medium

Earthen Render
Coarse

ROCKCOTE Earthen Render is the ideal choice for
architects seeking a natural clay render for use in commercial
developments. High durability and ease of maintenance
make it a perfect product for hotels, cafés, cinema and
theatre foyers, and day spa entry and relaxation areas.

Bring the benefits and gorgeous earthy aesthetics of natural
clay to contemporary hotels, cafés, restaurants and homes
with ROCKCOTE Earthen Render Coarse. Our most heavily
textured natural material, Earthen Render Coarse is a true
earthen render applied in thick coats to deliver an authentic
rustic clay finish.

The stunning natural aesthetic of Earthen Render Medium
brings a sense of relaxation and ease to any space. In
contemporary homes, Earthen Render Medium is suitable
for full interiors and can also be used to create seamless
fireplace surrounds and textured feature walls.
The medium formulation of ROCKCOTE Earthen Render
Medium is produced without the course aggregates in
Earthen Render Coarse, delivering a smoother textured look.
Different application techniques can be used to create a
rustic look with smoother and more open sections.
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As seen in 68 rooms of the award-winning Canberra Hotel
Hotel development, Earthen Render Coarse can deliver a
bold yet contemporary look that is at ease with bespoke,
handmade furniture, natural fabrics, and ambient side
lighting. Earthen Render Coarse is the ideal complement
to a polished finish feature in a café or restaurant.
Earthen Render Coarse also functions as a base coat render
that can be overcoated with Lime Wash, Otsumigaki, Clay
Plaster Décor or Clay Paint. It is ideal as a finishing coat for
straw bale projects as a nice, even 3-4m finishing coat,
offering consistency of product and ease of application.

Use: Interior
Film Build: 6-10mm
Colour: Natural off white. Can be
tinted to a range of earth colours
Finishes: Earthen or Rustic
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating, Heavily Undulating
Popular Uses:
> Hotel interiors
> Feature walls in cafés,
restaurants and retail
> Entry areas and foyers
in commercial and
residential settings
> Fireplace surrounds
> Base coat for other
ROCKCOTE Natural Materials
> Finishing coat for straw
bale projects
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Clay Plaster Décor interior by Artisan Igor Stainwald,
Sunshine Coast, Queensland

Clay Plaster Décor

A rustic look can be achieved with ROCKCOTE Lime
Plaster, which is also ideal for heritage projects.
Artisan: Chris Porep. Photography: Ross Eason.

Use: Interior

Lime Plaster

Film Build: 2-4mm

ROCKCOTE Clay Plaster Décor is a truly beautiful fine
finishing clay plaster with built-in marble dust that glistens in
the presence of ambient light.

Colour: Soft white. Can be
tinted with coloured oxides

An earthen-look plaster with a smooth finish, Clay Plaster
Décor adds a textural warmth to the interior of any building
— from a traditional straw bale home to the most elegant
modern building.

Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating, Heavily Undulating

Beautiful and unique effects to suit the project can be
created by adding relevant objects during application such
as coffee beans; marble or quartz chips; shells; and clean,
dry wheat or hemp.
While Clay Plaster Décor is most commonly used for
smooth and rustic finishes, it is possible to achieve
handcrafted bespoke shapes with a geometric,
textured appearance or smooth, gentle contours.
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Finishes: Rustic or Smooth

Popular Uses:
> Full residential interiors
> Walls and ceilings
> Feature walls
> Fireplace surrounds
> Sculpted finishes

Use: Interior and exterior
Film Build: 2-4mm

Lime Plaster like most ROCKCOTE natural materials
has a multitude of finishes and uses. Being a true
lime render, ROCKCOTE Lime Plaster is perfect as
an undercoat for ROCKCOTE Marrakesh, Lime Wash
and Venetian Plaster.

Colour: Designed as a base coat
but can be tinted with oxides

ROCKCOTE Lime Plaster can be used both interior
and exterior, including wet areas such as bathrooms
and laundries, due to its breathability and mould
resistance. Note Lime Plaster is not suitable for
shower walls, splashbacks or areas where water pools
such as floors, shower floors and bathtubs.

Popular Uses:
> As a base coat for other
ROCKCOTE Natural Materials
> Heritage projects
> Façades and fine decorative work

Finishes: Rustic
Undulations: Level, Lightly
Undulating, Heavily Undulating

It will comply with regulations on the refurbishment
and repair of heritage listed and architecturally
sensitive buildings due to its traditional lime and
sand formulation (contains no cement like some
similar products). Suitable for entire buildings where a
textured lime finish is required as well as for façades
and fine decorative work.
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Otsumigaki Project

Project Details:

Project Details:

> ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki

> 68 room hotel

> Tinted with natural oxides to diamantina colour

> Walls: Earthen Render Coarse. The render
was mixed with milled hemp for added
texture then pigmented to a dusty, grey tone

> Finished with ROCKCOTE Carnauba Wax
to give a semi-polished look and protect the
surface

Lemongrass
Thai Restaurant

Photography: Ross Eason

Situated on the ground floor of the Meriton Apartments,
Southport the restaurant is a bustling lunchtime eatery
for local business people and residents, with a more
refined dinner experience in the evening.
Designer Brett Jones took on the challenge of creating
a space that was contemporary enough to complement
the sophisticated Meriton style, with a relaxed Gold
Coast vibe, and a genuine but uncluttered Thai feel.

Hotel Hotel
A celebration of Natural Materials

Naturally relaxing style
The Lemongrass Thai restaurant on the Gold Coast
offers a decidedly urban take on the usual Thai
restaurant aesthetic. A measured combination of Thai
influenced design features, natural render and timber
modernise the look and yield a refined yet relaxed vibe.

Earthen Render Project

“The concept was to bring in
some of the natural colours and
finishes of the country areas of
Thailand; render, timber and
decorations that would be seen
in traditional houses and temples.
The Otsumigaki is a lovely earthy
finish that provides warmth and
continuity of the look throughout
the space.”
Brett Jones, Designer

> Lightly undulating, earthen finish
> Guest Room Interiors: Don Cameron
Artisan: Paul Geach, Cr8ive Surfaces
Photography: Ross Honeysett

When curator Don Cameron observes guests entering
the carefully created rooms of Canberra’s Hotel Hotel,
he senses they struggle to find the vocabulary to explain
exactly what they see.
Every surface and object in each of the hotel’s 68 rooms
was consciously designed, sourced and created to
celebrate natural materials. Wool carpets, linen curtains,
mild steel, aniline leather and vintage furniture all feature
in the rooms.
Don said using ROCKCOTE Earthen Render on the
walls gave the entire scene potency and brought
together the collective honesty of all the elements.
“I was looking for a render that had a raw, textural quality
that was rough and didn’t conceal the natural ingredients.”
The render was mixed with milled hemp for added
texture, then pigmented to a dusty grey tone.

“Many people aren’t used to
seeing so many natural materials
in their raw state in such
proximity. The dividend on such
an approach gives the rooms
honesty and relatability.”
18

Don Cameron
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ROCKCOTE Clay Paint by Natural Designer Homes, NSW.
Photography: Brad Kay

Natural Paints
ROCKCOTE Natural Paints are premium
quality environmentally friendly paints for health
conscious people who are concerned about
environmental pollution and indoor air quality.
Unique lime and clay-based formulations
contain zero Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs), have no lingering paint fumes and
are free of synthetic chemicals. They provide
a natural alternative to other chemical-based
paints on the market.
Unlike most modern low VOC paints which are
made from synthetic materials, ROCKCOTE
natural paints are a true natural product.
Natural paints can be used on almost every
substrate that modern paints can be used on:
walls, ceilings, woodwork, brick and block.
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ROCKCOTE Clay Paint by Natural Designer Homes, NSW.
Photography: Brad Kay

ROCKCOTE Clay Paint brings a stunning flat
finish to this NSW home. Photography: Brad Kay

Use: Interior only, not suitable
for bathrooms or wet areas
Colour: Can be tinted
Finish: Flat
Popular Uses:
> Full interiors
> Walls and ceilings

Clay Paint
ROCKCOTE Clay Paint has outstanding opacity that can
support a full range of colours from its natural Grecian
white to the brightest colours you can imagine.
The stunning flat finish provides the added benefit of hiding
plasterboard defects in the open plan modern home style.
It evokes a softer, subtler mood effect than low sheen
finishes that can reflect light in unnatural ways.
Being vapour permeable and breathable, Clay Paint
allows air to pass through, assisting in natural regulation
of moisture from the surface and therefore will not support
the growth of mould, mildew or fungi.
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Lime Wash Project

Detail of ROCKCOTE Lime Wash at the Kindlehill School
applied by Artisan Steve Appel. Photography: Ross Eason

Project Details:
Owners: Mirjan, Helen & Samuel Brenko
Artisan: John McLiskie, with son Isaac & Jamie Wolter

Lime Wash
ROCKCOTE Lime Wash provides a breathable decorative
finish that penetrates into the underlying substrate,
delivering a long-lasting, robust coating.
Lime Wash has been used for centuries on the exterior
of all types of buildings. Recreate the aged patina look
reminiscent of a traditional Greek seaside building, or
the heritage character of a Sydney terrace home. It is
perfect for historic buildings, refurbishments or commercial
developments, particularly where Council requires new
construction to maintain a heritage aesthetic. Additionally,
Lime Wash can be an effective and innovative method to
finish more modern spaces such as a kitchen, courtyard or
outdoor living area.
A versatile product, different looks can be achieved by a
skilled Artisan including cross-hatching, a scalloped shell
look or a standard rolled finish.

Use: Interior and exterior
Colour: Soft white.
Can be tinted with oxides
Finishes: Flat
Popular Uses:
> Exterior walls
> Interior walls
> Feature walls
> Historic buildings
> Commercial developments

Island Luxe

ROCKCOTE Natural Materials used: Lime Plaster
(main render); Lime Wash (finishing coat)
Photography: Jules Hunt

The timeless look of lime plaster
There’s a timeless authenticity about the Island Luxe
store in Bangalow, NSW: from the high quality linen
garments to the charcoal soft furnishings and classic
lime washed walls.

Numerous different substrates, including masonite,
weatherboard, villaboard and bricks, meant an
homogenous surface needed creating across all
substrates before final finishes could be applied.

The store is a curious intersection of prestigious luxury,
and gypsy simplicity. Each detail has been created
to reach all of the senses, from the exotic music to
the smell of fresh coconut and aged leather, and the
textures of the finest fabrics and wall finishes.

Stonemasons laid blocks and roughly shaped some of
the fixtures and shelving, leaving John and his team to
work their magic with ROCKCOTE Lime Plaster, which
was applied in a high build, with a stipple finish and
smoothed over in some places to ensure the look wasn’t
too rugged. The look was completed with a finishing
coat of ROCKCOTE Lime Wash.

The hand shaped shelving and traditional
whitewashed walls are inspired by coastal Croatian
villages, and reminiscent of rustic lime exteriors,
typical of coastal Europe.
Artisan, John McCliskie, who spent two weeks
applying the finishes with his team, said owners had
a clear vision for the store, artistically interpreted
by designer Lee Brennan. Rustic, chunky timbers
embedded into the walls and used creatively as
dividers, are integral to the look.

“We were aiming to achieve a
new–old look. New because it
had to be flat white and refined
enough to reflect the store’s
exclusive range, yet with rough
edges and an appearance of
surfaces that had been there
for a long time.”
John McLiskie, Artisan
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Distressed concrete look walls achieved with ROCKCOTE
Lime Plaster, overcoated with ROCKCOTE Lime Wash,
are a feature of the Baskk restaurant at Kirra Point QLD.
Artisans: Chris Porep and Matt Jamieson. Photography: Ross Eason.

Creating your look with Natural
Materials by ROCKCOTE
Each product in the range has its own unique features
and characteristics so it is essential ROCKCOTE
guidelines are followed for appropriate and recommended
use to ensure you obtain the best from your finish.
Choosing the right natural material for a project needs
to take into account more than just aesthetics. The
following also need to be considered and should be
addressed by the applicator with the client for each
natural materials project:
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Environment
Substrate
Construction type (residential, commercial, high rise)
Green Rating (ie. use of environmentally
friendly materials)
• Skills and expectations of the applicator or Artisan
• Client expectations
For full details on each product and its application,
refer to the product technical data sheet available at
www.rockcote.com.au

ROCKCOTE Certified Artisans
The application of ROCKCOTE Natural Materials is a
highly skilled process that requires experience working
with natural building products and systems. It is the
responsibility of the applicator to select the right product
and system for the job and ensure correct installation
and application.
ROCKCOTE has developed a certification program for
licensed tradespeople in the architectural coatings field
to be recognised as an Artisan to work with our natural
materials. Artisans are skilled craftspeople who have
completed a two-day workshop followed by on site
experience and have the most up-to-date information
on application and usage of our products.
ROCKCOTE highly recommends the use of Certified
Artisans for projects requiring all Decorative Finishes
in our Natural Materials range. Look out for the
Artisan logo:

A note on colour
While ROCKCOTE has a Natural Materials Colour
Range, options for tinting these products extend far
beyond this range and colours can be created for
specific projects by your Artisan.
ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster (only) can also be tinted
with liquid tints. See the ROCKCOTE website for the full
colour range.
For tinting of any product containing lime, alkali-resistant
oxides must be used to ensure the life of the colour.
Tinting natural materials is different to tinting paints so an
exact match to paint colours is not possible.
The beauty of natural materials is that some products
such as Venetian Plaster, Marrakesh, Otsumigaki and
Velvetina will display a range of colours in any one finish.
While it is possible to select a colour, some sections
will be close to the chosen colour while other areas may
have lighter and darker shades. This is not the case
with Lime Plaster or Clay Paint where a more consistent
colour can be achieved. Lime Wash, especially in mid to
dark colours, will patina over time, displaying darker and
lighter colours as the lime carbonates.
Every Artisan has different application methods
and finishing techniques for Natural Materials by
ROCKCOTE. In consultation with the client, the
Artisan will produce initial colour and finish samples.
It is important for the client to sign off the final colour
and finish selection before the project begins.

SPECIFICATIONS
ROCKCOTE specialises in
offering complete systems for
both contemporary and traditional
build types. Our natural materials
perform best when used as part of a
complete ROCKCOTE System. For
a complimentary specification for
your project, contact your Artisan or
ROCKCOTE on 1300 736 668.
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Printed on 100% recycled, process chlorine-free paper with environmentally friendly Electro ink.

1300 736 668
head office: 18 Machinery Road,
Yandina QLD 4561
email: enquiries@rockcote.com.au
web: www.rockcote.com.au
www.thenaturalartisan.com
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